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Torsion in equivariant cohomology

Alejandro Adem1

§0. Introduction

Let X be a finite dimensional G-CW complex, where G is a finite group.
Swan [S] introduced the notion of equivariant Tate Cohomology motivated by the
fact that it vanishes for free actions and that it is torsion over Z. This simplifies
and strengthens certain cohomological arguments involving spectral séquences.
In this framework, a natural question arises: what is the minimum integer m

which annihilâtes HG(X)7 In this paper we will show that, roughly speaking, the
torsion in H^(X) quantifies the nature of the isotropy subgroups of G
cohomologically. More precisely,

THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a finite dimensional G-CW complex. Then

ri
where ylf. yr(X) €H*(G, Z), r(X) max {p-rank Ga \ Go is an isotropy
subgroup} and p ranges over ail prime divisors of\G\.

The proof is based on a récent resuit due to Carlson [C2] concerning the
exponent of ZG-modules. His techniques apply readily to our géométrie situation
by considering the cellular chain complex of X as a graded permutation module
over ZG. The main tools are from complexity theory: we summarize what we
need in §2.

For elementary abelian groups, the resuit can in fact be sharpened to

THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a finite dimensional G-CW complex, where
G (Z/p)r. Then

expÊg(X) max {\Ga\ \ Ga is an isotropy subgroup}.

1 Partially supported by an NSF grant.
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This can be thought of as an exponent version of a theorem due to Quillen
[Q], which states that the asymptotic growth rate of equivariant cohomology with
¥p coefficients is déterminée by its p-elementary abelian isotropy subgroups. The
main différence is that the torsion information lies within a finite range of
dimensions.

As a corollary of the proof we obtain that for p-elementary abelian groups the
size of the largest isotropy subgroup is determined by the exponent of

In terms of ordinary equivariant cohomology we obtain the following resuit:

COROLLARY 4.5. Let X be a finite dimensional G-CW complex, G
(Z//?)r. If i &gt; dimX, then there existe an isotropy subgroup GaczG such that

We recover a resuit due to Browder [B] for homology manifolds with an
orientation-preserving (Z/p)r action and in particular a generalization of his
estimate on the rank of symmetry, namely:

COROLLARY 4.2. Let X be a connectée finite dimensional G-CW complex,
G (Z/p)r. Then

|G|/max{|Ga|}

as Ga ranges over ail the isotropy subgroups of G.

Finally we include an application of our techniques to exhibit the cohomology
classes of orderp&quot;+1 in H*(En, Z), where En is the extra-spécial p-group of order
p2&quot;*1, p odd, ail of those éléments hâve exponent p.

The paper is organized as follows: in §1 we describe the main properties of
equivariant Tate Cohomology; in §2 we give the basic définitions and concepts
needed from complexity theory; in §3 we prove our main theorem and in §4 the
applications are given.

The author is indebted to J. Carlson for inspiring and motivating this work.

§1. Equivariant Tate (co)homology

In this section we will describe the main properties of equivariant Tate
(co)homology for a finite dimensional G-CW complex. G will be finite
throughout.
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DEFINITION 1.1. A complète resolution over ZG is an acyclic complex
F* (Ft)ieZ of projective ZG-modules, together with a map e:F0-*Z such that
e:F$—*Z is a resolution in the usual sensé, F* (/î)/2=0-

Let X be a G-CW complex, with cellular intégrai chain complex C*(

DEFINITION 1.2. (1) The equivariant Tate homology of X is defined as

where F* is a complète resolution.
(2) The equivariant Tate cohomology of X is defined as

HlG{X) H&apos;(HomG (F,, C*(X)))

where F* is a complète resolution.

The usual properties of Tate (co)homology apply to thèse groups, and in
particular they are torsion over Z. The following proposition relates them to
ordinary equivariant (co)homology.

PROPOSITION 1.3. Ifi&gt;dimX, then

ÛlG{X) Hl(XxGEG, Z), Ê?(X) Ht(XxGEG, Z).

Proof. We hâve a short exact séquence of complexes

In the long exact homology séquence associated to the above after tensoring
with C*(Z) over ZG, it is clear that for i &gt; dim X

Hence q&gt; induces the desired isomorphism; the argument for cohomology is
analogous.

The main advantage of Tate (co)homology (first introduced by Swan [S]) is
that it vanishes for free actions. This can be deduced from the second of two
spectral séquences available to compute ÛlG(X) (analogous for homology)

Êp(G, W(X, Z)) =» ÛpG
Ùq{G, Cp(X)) =&gt; ÊpG+q(X).
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Thèse anse from the two filtrations on the double complex
HomG (F*, C*(X)). We quote a resuit due to Adem [A] which we will use later
on

THEOREM 1.4. IfX is a connectée finite dimensional G-CW complex, then

|G|/expime*

where e* :Z/|G|—*H°G(X) is induced by the augmentation.

§2. Complexity and cohomological varieties

We recall the notions of complexity theory necessary in the proof of the main
theorem.

Let K be a field of characteristic p &gt; 0. For a finite group G, let H(G, K)
H*(G, K) if p 2 and H(G, K) Ert^o «^(G, K) if p is odd; dénote by VG(K)
its maximal idéal spectrum.
If M is a finitely generated ATG-module, Ext£G(M, M) is a finitely generated

module over H(G, K).

DEFINITION 2.1. Let M be a ATG-module, then VG(M) is the collection of
ail maximal ideals of H(G, K) that contain /(M), the annihilator in H(G, K) of
Ext£G(M, M).

VG(M) is called the cohomological variety of M.
Now let P*-+M be a minimal projective resolution of M over KG. The

complexity of M is the well defined integer

cxG(M) min Is &gt;01 lim

The following is a list of properties of VG(M) which we will need later on (we
refer to [Be], [Cl] for more détails).

PROPOSITION 2.2
1. VG(M) {0} OM is projective.
2. dim VG(M)~cxG(M).
3. VG(MieM2)^VG(Ml)U(VG(M2).
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4.
5. VG(K) /?-rank of G, where char (K) =p.
Similarly if y 6 H(G, K), we define VG(y) Subvariety of VG(K) consisting of

ideals which contain y.
Now let X be a G-CW complex with isotropy subgroups {GCT}ae5.

DEFINITION 2.3. The cohomological isotropy variety of X at p is VG(X)P
Uo.sVGPP[G/Go]).

Clearly, by 2.2 dim VG(X)P max {p — rankGa}. Thèse cohomological va-
rieties carry the necessary information to extract our main resuit about the torsion
in

§3. The main theorem

THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a finite dimensional G-CW complex. Then there
exist classes g, €HS(G, Z) i 1, r(X), such that

1=1

where

r{X) max {p — rank Go}.
a,p

Proof. Let ôp :H*(G, Z)-&gt; //*(G, Fp) and dénote M 0a Z[G/Ga]; clearly

and r(X) max{cxG(M/pM)}.
P\\G\

By a resuit due to Carlson [C2] we may choose &amp;,..., Çr(Ar) €H*(G, Z) such
that

(?J Vo(«p(f,))) H VG{MlpM) {0}

forallp||G|.
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It is not hard to see that the §, can be représentée by maps f
^ Z-* 0.

Hère ^&apos;(Z) is a dimension-shift (torsion free) of Z, i.e. Hk(G, ^(Z))s
#*~*(G, Z).

One can also verify (see [Cl]) that VG(ôp(Çt)) VG(Li/pLt). Now from 2.2(4)
it follows that

VG(LX ® • • • ® Lr(Ar) ®MlpM) {0}.

Hence Lx® • • ®Lr(Ar)®M is projective (2.2.1) and so each summand Li®
• • • ® Lr(jr) ® Z[G/Ga] is too. We conclude that the ZG-(co)chain complex
Lx ® • • • ® Lrix) ® C*(X) is made up of projective ZG-modules (twisting by
orientation characters does not matter).

Now for each i 1,..., r(X) we hâve a short exact séquence of ZG-
(co)chain complexes:

(3.2)
We examine 1 ® • • • ® 1/ in Tate cohomology:

#*(G, C*(X) ® Lx ® • • • ® L,-! ® i^&apos;(Z))

-&gt; ^(
By the obvious dimension-shifting, we hâve that

#*(G, C*(X) ® Li ® • •

and the map (1 ® • • • ® 1 ® |/)* represents cup product by £ €HS(G, Z).
Qearly then we hâve that exp im(l ® • • • ® 1 ® !,)„, divides exp §,-.

Now from the séquence 3.2 we dérive that

exp Ê*(G, C*(X) ® Lx ® • • • ® Li-J/exp Ê*(G, C*(X) ® Lx ® • • ® L,)

divides exp ||.
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Multiplying out thèse relations for i 1,..., r(X) we obtain
r{X)

exp #£(Z)/exp H*(G, C*(X) ® Lt &lt;8&gt; • • • &lt;8&gt; Lr(Ar)) fl exp£
1=1

Using the fact that C*(X) ® Lx % • • • % Lr{x) is projective and the second
spectral séquence in §1 it is dear that H*(G, C*(Ar)®L1® • • • ®Lr(Ar)) 0,
thus completing the proof.

From the proof it is apparent that the classes ^ e H*(G, Z) dépend on how
the isotropy subgroups are related to G cohomologically. In gênerai this may be
very complicated, but when G is p-elementary abelian, it is not. The following
corollary illustrâtes how torsion in the equivariant cohomology quantifies the size
of the isotropy subgroups; this will be made more précise in the following section.

COROLLARY 3.2. Let X be a finite dimensional G-CW complex, where
G (Z/p)r. Then

§4. Applications and Examples

Let X be a finite dimensional G-CW complex. There is an obvious
equivariant map X—&gt; *, which induces a map of G-chain complexes
This map factors through C0(X)f yielding a commutative triangle:

—e—^ Z
V A&quot;

Let S dénote a set of 0-cells in X representing the G-orbits; then in Tate
Cohomology the above diagram induces

//*(*) &lt;
el H*(G,Z)

0 H*(Gai Z)
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where (e0)* is the usual map induced by the augmentation, from which we
deduce that for ail a in 5

Using equivariant subdivision, it follows that the above holds for any isotropy
subgroup, and so we hâve

lem{|(Ga)|}| exp/%(*).

For elementary abelian groups, 3.1 and the preceding remarks combine to yield.

THEOREM 4.1. // G (Z/p)r and X is a finite-dimensional G-CW complex,
then

max {\G0\} exp im e* exp H°G(X) exp HG{X).

Given a G-CW complex X, where G (Z/p)r, we hâve shown that

measures the size of the largest isotropy subgroup. This can be estimated using
the first spectral séquence in §2: the only differentials involved are

The term E%° is the image of the map H°(G, H°(X))-^H°G(X) and the map
induced by e° factors through it. As in 1.4 we hâve

COROLLARY 4.2. If X is a connected, finite dimensional G-CW complex,
G (Z/p)r, then

00

JlexpÊ-&apos;-^CH&apos;iX)).

This was proved by Browder [B] for orientation preserving (Z/p)r-actions on
homology manifolds, using the following resuit, which we recover using our
methods:

THEOREM 4.3. // G (Z/p)r acts cellularly on a homology manifold Mn
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preserving orientation, then

|G|/max {\Ga\} \Hn(M, Z)/j*Hn(M XGEG, Z)|

wherej:M-*MxGEG.

Proof. Using duality it is not hard to see that

\Hn(M, Z)/j*Hn(M XGEG, Z)| |G|/exp HUM).

An application of 4.3 complètes the proof.
For groups that are not elementary abelian, 4.3 fails. Browder [B] has

constructed an example of a cellular Z/p2-action on X S2 x S2&quot;&quot;1 such that it
préserves orientation, im/*^0modp (J :X-&gt; X x^EZ/p2) but X^^-fi. This
means that exp H^p2(X) =p2 but still X™&quot;2 0. We also hâve

COROLLARY 4.4

Krull Dimension ofH*(XxGEG, Fp) max {logp (cxpH%(X))}
EczG

as E ranges over ail p-elementary abelian subgroups of G.

The significance of 4.4 is that asymptotic information about H*(XxGEG, ¥p)
can be obtained from a single Tate Cohomology group. In terms of ordinary
equivariant cohomology we hâve

COROLLARY 4.5. Let X be a G-CW complex G (Z/p)r. Then, if
i &gt; dim X, there exists an isotropy subgroup GacG such that

txpH&apos;(XxGEG,Z)\\Ga\.

EXAMPLE 4.6. We now apply Theorem 4.3 to obtain cohomology classes
for the extra-spécial p-groups with éléments of exponent p, for p odd. Dénote by
En the one of order p2&quot;*1, described by:

Generators: xx,..., xn, yx,..., yn, c
[Xi9y3\

[*» y,]

Relations: [Xi9y3\ \ for

xP*zyP \ for
c central.
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Let T dénote the one-dimensional unitary représentation of KcEn, the
subgroup generated by xlf..., xn, c, determined by

xlf..., xn *-+1 and c •-»e2nilp.

Then V CEn®KT is unitary, and En acts cellularly on X S(V). This
Zvspace was used by Thomas in [Th] for #-theory calculations.

Notice that (c) acts freely on X, hence

The éléments xu...,xn, yi,...,yH map to a basis of the quotient group
EJ{c) s {Zip)711, The isotropy subgroups are ail of rank &lt; n; hence we conclude
thatexp #£,(*) =p&quot;.

Using the first spectral séquence described in §1 we obtain an exact séquence

Ê%^\X)^ïlp^1^H^\Ent Z).

Hence d(nx) is an élément of exponent at least pn+1. However, as this is
the upper bound for expH*(En, Z), it has this exponent. It is the pn-th Chern
class of the représentation V, and by its construction, §&apos; has highest exponent for
ail i ^ 1. (Carlson [Cl] has supplied an algebraic argument to locate classes of this
exponent, Tezuka and Yagita [T-Y] hâve done this using Brown-Peterson
Cohomology).
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